I AM YOUR MATHEMATICS

OZ)Ancient. N'gh'Oi)Modern Ancient. Great Migration) Today.
While Archaeologist play with the theories on an Ice Age and are
instructed to tell in theory, that the last one happened about 35 million
years ago, their leaders who are very elite, know the Indian has a time
scale when and how they happen which is every singledigit thousand
years. How the American Indian overcomes the forces of a global Catastroph
that destroys every living thing and then recreates life again different
then the prior' one. How the Indian escapes these forces unharmed, is
the information that is being sought.
The only description that can be given for the Global Catastrophe
that the Indians call; THE GREAT MIGRATION, in which there are signs
or wríttings for it @ The GREAT SPIRIT can cause happiness and sadness,
destroy and create, and can' heal and poison. "The condition of the earth prior to the catastropî and what it is doing to correct it, is
called
GOOD MEDICINE. For this reason the Indian Medicine Wheel is one of the signs for this
catastrophe.
While everyone else will be in total fear at this time, the Indian
will see the Good Medicine because they are guardians of Mother Earth.
As Ancients, one must take into account the period before each
Great Migration.
l) Ks Ancient Indians, will we be writting in our Ancient Languages,
or 2) As,Ancient Indians, will we be writting in civilized languages
such the one you reading at this time. It is a civilized language and not the CREATOFUS so it is not spiritual. To date, everv one
of' these civilized languages has made it a crime to
every one of these civilized languages has made it a cr' practice Ancient knowledge and wisdom handeddown by the
CREATOR,
GREA T' SPIRIT .
The above are complex mathematical dimension equations which are Ancient.

